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ABSTRACT

In soccer videos, most significant actions are usually followed
by close–up shots of players that take part in the action itself.
Automatically annotating the identity of the players present in
these shots would be considerably valuable for indexing and
retrieval applications. Due to high variations in pose and illu-
mination across shots however, current face recognition meth-
ods are not suitable for this task. We show how the inherent
multiple media structure of soccer videos can be exploited to
understand the players’ identity without relying on direct face
recognition. The proposed method is based on a combination
of interest point detector to “read” textual cues that allow to
label a player with its name, such as the number depicted on
its jersey, or the superimposed text caption showing its name.
Players not identified by this process are then assigned to one
of the labeled faces by means of a face similarity measure,
again based on the appearance of local salient patches. We
present results obtained from soccer videos taken from vari-
ous recent games between national teams.

1 Introduction
To provide effective archiving and retrieval of video material,
video streams must be annotated with respect to their seman-
tic content, producing metadata that is attached to the video
data and stored in databases. This will permit, for example,
to produce special video summaries for a sport program such
those that recollect the best actions occurred during a typi-
cal soccer turn, or those where there are notable actions of a
certain player.

Most of the existing works addressing annotation of sports
videos have been devoted to parse the video stream at se-
mantic level, in order to detect various events typical of the
sport under consideration (like goals or shots on goal in soccer
videos). Usually, knowledge of the sport domain and of the
typical broadcasting production rules are exploited to achieve
the detection of a number of domain-specific events. A recent
comprehensive review can be found in [9].

People identification from video sequences is a widely
studied topic as well. Recent works are [3] and [6]. Both of
them studied the problem of detecting faces from broadcasted
video sequences, and how to find instances of the same per-
son among all the detected faces. For the vast literature on
face detection and recognition, the reader is also referred to
the surveys presented in [8] and [10].

Among the works on video text recognition, we can cite
[11] where a multiresolution approach that uses edge direc-
tions and neural networks is used to detect superimposed text.

In [12] captions and scene text regions are recognized using
mean, second- and third order central moments in the wavelet
domain to train a neural network. Regarding the detection of
jersey’s numbers we can cite [13], where each image is seg-
mented in color homogeneous regions, and Zernike moments
are extracted from pipe-like regions to recognize numbers.

Associating interpreted textual content to faces has been
investigated in the context of news video in [5] and [1]. They
use several information sources typically available for this
type of videos, such as transcripts and video captions, as well
as faces automatically detected using color analysis to recog-
nize skin tones.

Our goal is to provide automatic annotation of player’s
identity in close-up shots of soccer videos. The method per-
forms its analysis in two steps: first, faces are detected and
tracked in close–up shots (Sect. 2). When a face is detected,
the frame is also searched for the player’s number depicted on
its jersey, or for superimposed text caption showing its name
(Sect. 3). Textual cues of this type easily lead to an immedi-
ate identification of the player, simply checking team stand-
ings or official soccer organization websites. In the second
step, players that have been detected, but not identified in the
above described process, are assigned to one of the labeled
faces using a face similarity measure, based on the appear-
ance of local face patches (Sect. 4).

We bring contribution in two different areas. First, we ex-
ploit the presence of a very peculiar media of soccer videos,
which is the “stream” of jersey’s numbers, to perform recog-
nition. Second, we improve the work presented in [2], in-
troducing a novel method to identify and “read” textual cues
from a generic video stream. The method relies on a combi-
nation of interest point detectors, and does not requires an un-
reasonable amount of manually annotated examples to work.

Results have been obtained from videos of recent soccer
games between national teams. About 80% of accuracy has
been achieved for the face and number detectors, while super-
imposed text caption detector achieved almost 95%. As can
be expected, less accurate, but still promising, results have
been obtained on the face matching task.

2 Extracting face sequences

The annotation process begins when a frontal face is detected
in a frame. To avoid detection in non close–up shots, only
faces bigger than a minimum size trigger the subsequent process-
ing. To detect faces, we use a slightly modified version of the
adaboost face detector of [7]. The basic algorithm was tuned
to the specific case of the soccer domain by using negative ex-
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amples taken from actual soccer videos. Moreover, we split
the training phase in two steps: in the first step, seven stages
of the adaboost training were carried out. The obtained face
detector was then run on a selection of soccer videos, and
false detection were extracted from these videos and added to
the original training set, then the training phase is continued
for the remaining stages.

Once a face is detected, it is tracked throughout the en-
tire shot (back and forth), to collect a face sequence of the
same individual. Given the position in the current frame, the
tracker uses dense optical flow to estimate the face’s posi-
tion and scale in the next frame. Then these estimates are
refined searching the highest correlation of the face region.
To this end, the face’s appearance is modeled with a 32–bins
histogram in the HS space. The searching process is carried
out out in a window of predefined size around the estimated
position. Fig. 1 shows an example of multiple faces tracked
in the same shot. Note the scale changes of the face indicated
by the red box.

Fig. 1. Keyframes with multiple detections and tracking
through scale.

3 Text detection and recognition
Text detection and recognition in videos still presents several
issues that are to be solved, in particular when dealing with
scene text. In general, the main problems that affect text in
videos, are i) low resolution, ii) unknown text color, size, po-
sition, orientation and layout, iii) low contrast, color aliasing
and unconstrained background. One of the typical techniques
that is used to cope with some of these problems is the ex-
ploitation of temporal redundancy: in fact a superimposed
caption is maintained in the image enough time, to let view-
ers to read it. In the case of scene text this technique can not
be exploited since the appearance of scene text can hardly be
controlled by the camera operators or by the program produc-
ers; moreover text orientation and rigidity may vary greatly.

We have developed an unified approach for detection of
scene and superimposed text that does not require any knowl-
edge or training on super-imposed captions or scene text fea-
tures, and does not use temporal redundancy for the text de-
tection and extraction.

The first processing step is the extraction and selection
of image corners, using the Harris detector, as locally salient
points. This feature allows to work with very small font sizes,

typically used in caption. For each corner we analyze the
surrounding area, to check if there are some neighbours, to
filter out outliers that may be caused by high contrast objects
in the background. Then an unsupervised clustering process
is performed on the remaining corners, and the bounding box
of each cluster in checked counting the percentage of pixels
belonging to the surroundings of corners w.r.t. the bounding
box area. This strategy reduces the noise due to high contrast
background during static scenes, that typically produce small
scattered zones of corners that can not be eliminated by the
previous analysis.

In the second processing step the Maximally Stable Ex-
tremal Regions ([14]) are extracted. These regions allow to
further refine the selection of text area candidates, and to seg-
ment the image in order to process it with a commercially
available OCR system. The pixels resulting from intersec-
tion of pixels belonging to the corners’ neighborhoods and
the MSERs pixels are used as the base for the final image
processing step that prepares the image for the OCR, using
a K-Fill filtering that eliminates salt and pepper noise, and a
color uniformity analysis that eliminates blobs like those of
the team logos.

When applying this processing framework to superimposed
captions and jersey’s numbers we classify the resulting blobs
according to their size, to separate the small numbers belong-
ing to captions (e.g. the match score) and the large numbers of
the jerseys. Fig. 2 shows the detected captions, Fig. 3 shows
the jersey’s number blobs.

4 Matching faces
To assign every non identified face to one of the player classes
we exploit the fact that players are a fixed and somewhat lim-
ited population. More in detail, we considered each annotated
example as an individual, avoiding to merge clusters relative
to the same player.

An example of this situation is given in Fig. 4, where the
unlabeled face in the center must be assigned to one of the la-
beled faces, which are (a subset of) faces annotated by means
of number or text caption. The faces on the first row of the
left side, and of the first and third row of the right side rep-
resent the same player. Considering each row as a distinct
individual, we built a compact representation based on local
facial features. This has the effects of increasing inter-class
distances in our classification task, but at the cost of having
an increased number of classes. Hence, for the unlabeled ex-
ample there are three possible correct pairings. In practice, to

Fig. 2. Original frame and detected captions (highlighted).
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Fig. 3. Original frame and detected jersey number blobs.

label an unknown face, we require to find a face of the same
player with a similar pose and expression.

Fig. 4. Left - examples labeled by means of text or number.
Right - an unlabeled example to be assigned to one of the
labels. Lines represent possible correct pairings.

To cope with the large variation of poses and expressions
we followed a part-based approach to recognition, similarly
to [6], using the SIFT descriptor [4]. We experimented with
several part–based representation schemes, and obtained the
most satisfying results using three SIFT descriptors centered
on the two eyes (20 × 20 pixel, with the face size normal-
ized to be 80 pixels wide), and on the midpoint of the eyes
(15 × 30 pixels). This choice is motivated by the facts that
a) these are the most robust facial features to detect and track
throughout the shots and b) the lower part of the face is often
characterized by appearance changes due to variation in ex-
pression, that exceed those due to identity changes. The basic
SIFT descriptor has been modified to avoid to include in the
descriptor non-face part of the image. In particular, we rely
on skin–maps to adaptively compute the weights of the com-
ponents of the SIFT descriptor. For each pixel of the patch,
its weight in the descriptor is cut to zero as the pixel falls off
the region defined by the skin–map.

Matching is carried out between pairs of face sequences.
Similarity is computed using the minimum distance between
the two sequences. If U is a face track corresponding to a
non–labeled player, and L is a labeled face track, their dis-
tance is computed as follows:

d(U,L) = min
i,j

‖Ui − Lj‖,

where Ui and Lj are two 384–length vector, and their distance
is measured using the l1 norm.

5 Results

5.1 Face and text detection results

On average, the system selected about 6000 frames for each
game, providing approximately four minutes of close-up shots

with name–face association. The average number of players
identified is 12 for game, without repetition.

Table 1 reports performance of the number, face and text
detectors. Number and text detection has been performed
only when a face is detected, hence the “Present” column in
this case is referred to the 94 shots obtained from the face
detector, and the candidate text blobs have been recognized
using OmniPage Pro OCR; analysis of jersey number blobs
has been forced to detect numbers only. The adaboost–based
face detector was trained with a C++ program, running on a
Pentium 4 with 1.5GB of Ram. A cascade of 14 stages have
been used. The procedure took about 16 hours for the face
detector.

Table 1. Face, number and text detector performances.
Detector Present Detected Correct False Missed
Face 118 104 95 9 23
Numbers 40 32 27 5 13
Text 16 16 15 1 1

Errors in recognition of numbers arise either if a number
detector signals that a number is present when there is none,
or when the recognized number is wrong. The first situation
is very unlikely, since we require that recognition is stable
for a minimum number of frames, while we experienced the
second type of errors for certain numbers in particular: it hap-
pened for instance that the number 9 was detected instead of
number 8. These errors are likely to occur either when the
player is moving, the number is highly skewed with respect
to the camera, or the jersey folded so that part of the num-
ber is hidden. Misses are due to images that are not sharp
enough to let the detection of enough image corners (e.g. the
player is not precisely focused). Caption detection and recog-
nition shows good results because of the high contrast used
and text stability. Name recognition is also improved using
approximate string matching with a players’ name database.
Table 2 reports results of player identification on a sample
game. Not surprisingly, detection of “face and caption” shots
is more reliable than detection of “face and number” shots.
This is mainly due to misdetections performed by the face de-
tector, while the text detector correctly detected nearly all the
shots where a caption or a number was present. Moreover, the
number of close-up shots detected was fairly low if compared
with the total number of close-up shots, where identification
is not performed because neither jersey’s number nor text cap-
tion was present.

Table 2. Summarized results of the annotation of a sample
game for the player identification task.

Present Detected Correct
Face and jersey’s number 40 32 27
Face and caption 16 16 15

5.2 Face matching results

The face matching method was tested on a dataset taken from
four games. Five players were selected, and for each player
there were from five to ten face–sequences in the dataset, for
a total of 38 sequences, manually annotated with the player’s
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identity. For each player, there were sequences obtained in
the same shot, in different shots of the same game, and in dif-
ferent games (Fig. 5, top). This is the query set. Other 40
face–sequences of other players were added to increase the
variability, for a total of 78 sequences in the dataset. Fig. 5,
bottom shows examples taken from the query sequences. To
obtain the representation described in Sect.4, eyes were man-
ually marked in the first frame, and then tracked using a sim-
ple correlation based tracker. Fig.6 reports precision–recall
curves for each of the players in the query set (thin curves).
Curves have been obtained adopting the “leave–one–out” scheme.
The thick curve shows the global PR curve, obtained averag-
ing all the results.

Fig. 7 shows a typical result, obtained using the top–left
face as a query. As can be expected, best results are obtained
matching sequences taken from the same shot, while perfor-
mances decrease for sequences taken for different shots or
games. However, a high recall is usually achieved for an av-
erage precision of 70%, which is a reasonably encouraging
result. We found that face pose affects consistently our simi-
larity measure: often, two faces of different individuals in the
same pose are found more similar then two faces of the same
person in different poses.

Fig. 5. Top: keyframes of the same player in the test set.
From left to right: two images of the same player from the
same shot, the same player in a different shot, and the same
player in a different game. Bottom: sample faces from the
query set.
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Fig. 6. Precision recall curves. The thin lines are averages of
queries using different sequences of the same player, the thick
line represent the global average.

Fig. 7. Results of a sample query. First keyframe represent
the query track, red boxes indicate correct matches. Only the
first 12 results are shown, out of 78.

6 Conclusions and future work
A method to understand the identity of players from close–up
images of soccer videos has been presented. Starting from the
detection of a frontal face, the system tries to label the face us-
ing textual cues, automatically read from the player’s jersey
or from text caption. This is performed with a novel method
based on a combination of interest region detectors. If no tex-
tual cue is found, a face similarity measure is adopted to link
unknown faces with some of the labeled faces. Although the
system is not yet completely automatic, preliminary experi-
mental results are certainly encouraging. In particular, very
good results have been obtained with the textual cues recog-
nizer, while the face representation scheme needs a more con-
sistent effort to be improved.
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